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Beacon Press, United States, 2011. Paperback. Book Condition: New. New.. 214 x 138 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. Mind-opening writing on what kids need from school, from one of
education s most outspoken voices Arguing that our schools are currently in the grip of a cult of
rigor --a confusion of harder with better that threatens to banish both joy and meaningful
intellectual inquiry from our classrooms--Alfie Kohn issues a stirring call to rethink our priorities
and reconsider our practices. Kohn s latest wide-ranging collection of writings will add to his
reputation as one of the most incisive thinkers in the field, who questions the assumptions too often
taken for granted in discussions about education and human behavior. In nineteen recently
published essays--and in a substantive introduction, new for this volume--Kohn repeatedly invites us
to think more deeply about the conventional wisdom. Is self-discipline always desirable? he asks,
citing surprising evidence to the contrary. Does academic cheating necessarily indicate a moral
failing? Might inspirational posters commonly found on school walls ( Reach for the stars! ) reflect
disturbing assumptions about children? Could the use of rubrics for evaluating student learning
prove counterproductive? Subjecting young children to homework, grades,...
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Reviews
This is an awesome publication which i have actually read. This is certainly for all who statte that there was not a well worth reading through. Its been
designed in an extremely straightforward way and it is merely a er i finished reading this ebook in which actually changed me, a ect the way in my
opinion.
-- Ma r ques Pa g a c
This book is indeed gripping and interesting. It really is rally exciting throgh studying period. Its been written in an extremely easy way and is particularly
merely soon after i finished reading this book through which in fact changed me, affect the way i think.
-- Aisha Lemke
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